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Status
 Closed

Subject
Tracker pop-up bubble visually broken

Version
13.x

Category
Usability

Feature
Trackers

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
luciash d' being �

Volunteered to solve
luciash d' being �

Lastmod by
luciash d' being �

Rating
     (1) 

Description
It looks bad:

Solution

https://dev.tiki.org/item5498-Tracker-pop-up-bubble-visually-broken
https://dev.tiki.org/dl954?display
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Importance
9

Priority
45

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
5498

Created
Thursday 06 November, 2014 13:36:40 GMT-0000
by luciash d' being �

LastModif
Friday 03 April, 2015 08:52:17 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 18 Feb 15 09:58 GMT-0000

There's a max-width: 275px for the popover class, apparently assuming text that wraps and small
images would be the content. Shall we have a rule to override that for tracker pages, like max-width:
auto? Or change the modal code to have an optional "auto-width" type?

luciash d' being � 18 Feb 15 12:39 GMT-0000

Not sure what would do max-width: auto with wide images on mobile devices.
Also we can change the included img to have max-width: 100% to fit inside the 275px popup or
something.

luci

Gary Cunningham-Lee 18 Feb 15 12:47 GMT-0000

Another question is whether it's appropriate to populate a popup with a table full of images and other
heavy content. Bootstrap's popover concept seems to be geared more toward small notations about
the page, almost like a tooltip. Should site admins not configure tracker popups to contain images,
etc.? Or, yeah, have the images scale down to fit in the normal popover div width.



.popover { min-width: inherit; }

https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
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luciash d' being � 18 Feb 15 12:59 GMT-0000

Whether it is appropriate? The decision should be upon them. But we should ensure it does not
break when they do... IMHO (Maybe they just want to display a user picture there? So it should
fit...)

Gary Cunningham-Lee 23 Feb 15 12:53 GMT-0000

You're right about the content freedom; I was just "thinking aloud".

Actually, I checked and the 276px width is already overridden in trunk to allow any width of
content, but now, with nothing to cause text to wrap, instead of uniform pop-ups (like on
Bootstrap's example page), Tiki will have popups of text that are one-line high and the width of
their container, which is ugly and broken-looking IMO. Is there any way to have one width that
contains wrappable text, but expands when there's a large object or long URL?

luciash d' being � 23 Feb 15 14:51 GMT-0000

min-width ;)

Gary Cunningham-Lee>luciash d' being � 23 Feb 15 15:33 GMT-0000

Replied to min-wi... ...or "default-width" or "soft width". Maybe it's in CSS4. 

luciash d' being �>Gary Cunningham-Lee 23 Feb 15 17:56 GMT-0000

Replied to ...or... display: table and define the width but why min-width is not
sufficient?

Gary Cunningham-Lee>luciash d' being � 24 Feb 15 07:51 GMT-0000

Replied to min-wi...
min-width only sets a minimum width on the div. So a min-width of 300px has no
effect on a div that already has a width (created by content) of 400px.

But at least in the DOM inspector your suggestion of display:table and setting a
width seems to do the job.

https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
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Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5498-Tracker-pop-up-bubble-visually-broken
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